College counseling differs based on High school
by Charlotte Palmer

Nationwide debates over the ethics of college admissions have garnered more attention following the college
admissions scandal of 2019. College counseling in high
schools has also received scrutiny, particularly the disparities between public and private schools. While Menlo, like many other private high schools, employs college
counselors as well as separate socioemotional counselors, many public schools do not share this advantage.
“Our case loads are a lot smaller [than public school
counselors],” Associate Director of College Counseling Natalie Ford said. “Some public schools have hundreds of students per counselor, and they might not
even have designated college counselors.”
Instead, they have counselors who
deal with both social and
emotional problems
as well as college
admissions. “A

Different Budgets define
reopening schedules of private
and public high schools
by Riley Huddleston

As Menlo students finish their sixth
week of being back on campus with
100% capacity and the fifth month of
being at least in hybrid learning, there
are still public schools in the Bay Area
that have yet to reopen at all. Vaccines
have become widely available, and the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
and the California government have
continued to loosen guidelines, yet
budget shortfalls are preventing lower income districts from reopening.
According to the CDC, strong evidence suggests that in-person school
can be conducted safely. However,
costly health and safety upgrades
such as sanitary supplies, testing protocols and safe transportation are all
necessary for schools to reopen safely.
Some districts have had to be selective in who they bring back to
campus, as they can’t afford to bring
all students back at once. For example, as of April 26, the San Francisco
Unified School District has just begun to welcome back “priority populations.” Priority populations include new students, students in
foster care, homeless students,
students in public housing,
special needs students
and students demonstrating
limited
online
engagement. The rest

of the high school and middle school
students won’t return until the fall.
On a map made by California Safe
Schools for All, the majority of public secondary school districts in the
Bay Area are in hybrid learning, or
still completely virtual. On a similar map, also made by California Safe
Schools for All, the majority of secondary private schools in the Bay
Area are in in-person learning, with
few in hybrid or fully online learning.
Beyond the split between private
and public schools, public school districts in wealthier areas have had an
easier time reopening than those in less
wealthy areas. Bay Area News Group
surveyed every public school district
in the largest Bay Area counties: Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra Costa, San
Mateo and Marin counties. According to the survey, all school districts
with households with a median income of at least $200,000 have at least
some type of in-person school, while
16% of districts with median household incomes of less than $100,000
have some type of in-person school.
The map showed that in Marin
county, where the median household
income was $115,000 in 2019, every
public secondary school district is in
in-person learning, according to the
United States Census. Alternatively, in
Alameda County, where the median

household income was $99,000 in 2019,
the majority of public secondary school
districts are in fully online learning.
Notre Dame High School in Belmont
has been in 100% capacityfull in-person
learning for two months. According to
Notre Dame junior Hailey Braun, teachers and administrators enforce restrictions such as wearing masks indoors
and staying six feet apart at all times.
“We get tested for [COVID-19] once a
week, so there is protection [from people breaking guidelines],” Braun said.
At Aragon High School in San Mateo,
which is part of the San Mateo Union
High School District, freshman and
sophomore students were allowed to
return to hybrid learning on April 12,
and juniors and seniors returned on
April 19. Students can choose between
two days, four days, or zero days of in
person learning per week. Teachers are
required to teach in person unless they
have medical conditions that put them
at risk. According to Aragon junior Jenna Garrard, most students she knows,
including herself, choose to continue in
online learning full time because it’s
easier. “Most students are staying
home because they don’t see
the point of going back if
there’s [such little time
left in the year],”
Garrard
said.
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counselor who works at a public
school has to be credentialed
with something called a Pupil
Personnel Services credential,” Associate Director
of College Counseling
Lisa Giarratano said in
an email to the Coat of
Arms. “This is usually
tied to a master’s degree,
and the counselor at the
public school is responsible for the academic,
college and socioemotional
counseling of their students.”
According to The New
York Times, public school
counselors often spend the
bulk of their time on socioemotional
problems such as anxiety and depression amongst students rather than
prioritizing admissions. “College
counseling is only one piece of
what they’re doing,” Ford said.
Menlo’s four college counselors
can focus solely on the college application process while leaving the socioemotional
work to the three socioemotional counselors. “We
have about thirty students per grade per caseload,” Ford
said. “We have more opportunities to get to know students, help them through the college process and foster
dynamic relationships with [them].” In contrast, the
national average for college counselors’ caseloads was
464 students during the 2015-16 school year, according to The New York Times. This heavy caseload makes
it more difficult for public school counselors to get to
know their students personally, which would help them
find a more personalized fit for each student. “I would
say [we do have an advantage], just because we are more
specialized and our caseloads are smaller,” Giarratano said. “That being said, there are some public high
schools with very good counseling programs as well.”
Menlo has high acceptance rates at Ivy Leagues and
top universities compared to public schools. However,
Ford underlines that the college counseling program at
Menlo is not focused on selectivity. “For students from
Menlo, the goal is always to find the right fit of schools,
and it’s not about ranking or selectivity,” Ford said.
“We’re just trying to find where our students are really
going to thrive.” While the perception may be that every student from Menlo attends a prestigious college, in
reality students end up at a variety of schools. “Our students are going to really interesting places that span the
array of selectivity,” Ford said. Having a specific college
counselor who does not do socioemotional work does
not guarantee admission at a top college, though
it may work to a student’s advantage. “Highly
selective college admissions [are] always unpredictable, and vary from year to year depending on the institution,” Giarratano said.
Menlo students do not always have an
inherent advantage, however. “We do see, in
terms of institutional priorities, that the UCs
have a very clear and vested interest in prioritizing
social mobility for more low-income high-achieving
students and different racial and ethnicity profiles that
sometimes don’t always translate to the student body at
Menlo,” Ford said. “Even though we always do have students who get into the UCs, I think sometimes it surprises people that it’s not as many [as they expected].”
Previously, Ford worked in admissions at Princeton University. “What I will say, having worked in

admissions on the other side of this process, working at independent schools
we really do have the opportunities
and budget to go to different conferences and to go on counselor
tours,” Ford said. Admissions
officers also have the opportunity to visit Menlo. “That has
worked to our students’ advantage, because [the admissions
staff] love Menlo students,
they know the depth of rigor,
and they understand the grading
process here.” College admissions
officers are very familiar with Menlo
as an institution, and Menlo’s counselors are able to maintain a close relationship
with them as a result of the school’s resources. This gives Menlo students
an advantage over those at public
schools whose counselors may
not have as close a relationship
with admissions officers. Admissions officers tend to understand
that all classes at Menlo are rigorous, not just honors or AP courses.
Public schools and private schools alike
were hit hard when the COVID-19 pandemic began,
but overall, private schools seemed to find it easier to
bounce back. Menlo is fully back in person with 100%
capacity while some neighboring public schools are
still in hybrid or fully-online learning environments.
“I don’t know what public schools’ college counseling processes have been like during COVID,” Ford
said. “However, we feel really fortunate that we’ve
been able to have meetings over Zoom and that our
primary responsibility is to help you all through the
process.” During uncertain and stressful times, the
counselors at Menlo have been able to transition to
online meetings and back to in person smoothly. “We
have the bandwidth to maintain relationships with
colleges, to attend different panels, and to continue to
host the Dean’s panel virtually,” Ford said. “Arguably,
we didn’t really miss a beat: we didn’t have to cancel
any programming, we just had to move it online.”
Ultimately, the college admissions process is influenced by the cycle of generational wealth. Wealthy parents are able to send their children to private schools.
These schools have advantages in admissions over public schools, and many of their students end up at prestigious colleges. Those students are able to use a brandname college and education to build more wealth for
themselves, and send their children to private schools, leaving prestigious education still predominantly for the wealthy.

